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PREFACE

If this is your first time picking up a copy of Shema Koleinu - welcome to Beth Jacob!
What you are holding in your hand is our fourteenth edition of a compilation of
Rosh Hashanah essays, thoughts and musings from members of our community,
assembled with the hope of adding understanding and meaning to these special days.
Beth Jacob is the spiritual home to a wide range of congregrants, and Shema Koleinu
celebrates this mix of threads and colors which comprise the fabric of our community.
Taken as a whole, this publication is a beautiful expression of the wonderfully diverse
community in which we live. We are sure you will find each article both insightful and
thought provoking, and it is our hope that Shema Koleinu 5780 will serve as a source
of inspiration on these Holy Days.
We would like to thank the following people for their help in crafting this publication:
Mrs. Tzina Fishman for the publication’s sophisticated design; Abbey Lewis for
the back cover drawing; the Shema Koleinu sponsors for their generosity; and the
contributing authors for sharing their thoughts to enrich our Rosh Hashanah
experience.
May Hashem hear (Shema) our voices (Koleinu) and grant us a happy, healthy, and
sweet New Year.
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DO YOU KNOW MY
FATHER?
Chashy Alterman

It was a beautiful summer day in Tobyhanna State Park in the Pocono Mountains.
Our family was eating lunch in the park and planning to go boating on the beautiful
lake. As we ate, buses pulled into the parking lot and an army of Jewish girls spilled
out. They were going boating, too. We finished our lunch and made our way over to
the rental shack which was surrounded by Jewish girls. Somehow, I was the last in our
family to make my way over, and the last to be questioned by the man sitting on the
steps.
He looked like the kind of person you would expect to find hanging out around a boat
rental shack in the middle of nowhere. White hair pulled back in a messy ponytail, a
wrinkled leathery countenance, wearing a torn plaid shirt with the top three buttons
open, and a pair of cutoff jeans. He introduced himself as David Bielsky.
“Maybe you know my father?” he asked plaintively. His voice sounded almost desperate.
He switched to Hebrew. “Did you see the movie?” I had not seen the movie (Defiance).
“Tuvia was my father,” he informed me.
“He was a partisan. Correct? He had a whole village, maybe?” I asked. I knew I had
read about him somewhere.
“Yes! You know my father?!” There was still a question in his voice. A hopeful question.
It was the question he had asked every one of my family members and many of the
girls from the buses. No one had given him the answer he sought. I felt that he was
seeking a connection somewhere, but we were interrupted, and I joined my family in
choosing paddles and life jackets.
Out on the water, we enjoyed splashing, chasing, paddling and whatever else people
enjoy in boats. But the conversation was nagging at the back of my mind. I tried to
remember what I had read about the Bielsky brothers and their village of partisans.
I recalled that although their tactics were sometimes controversial, their credo is the
basis of policy for our Israeli army and a foundation for every one of us: “We leave
no Jew behind.” When they would go into a village for whatever purpose, they would
rescue every Jew they could find. Unlike other partisan groups whose goals were
about avenging themselves on the Germans (or others), or the acquisition of food and
weapons, the Bielskys’ only goal was saving Jews.
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Returning the canoe, I sought out David. I wanted to tell him that, indeed, I knew his
father and his noble qualities, beliefs, and actions. I wanted to tell him that I knew him
as he was; a prince, a scion of a spiritual giant.
I found him swimming in the water with his dog. One of the kids who worked at the
boat rental was playing together with David in the water. A bunch of the girls from the
camp stood around throwing in sticks for David and the boy to pick up and throw to
the dog. I watched him bobbing around, fetching and throwing sticks and balls for his
dog to fetch. I didn’t call him out to talk to him. I just felt sad. I walked away, the words
of  קהלתringing in my ears “ ;”ומותר האדם מן הבהמה איןthere is no advantage of Man
over Animal.
Back at our cabin that night, the image gave me no rest. We were planning to leave
the area the next day, but I couldn’t stand the thought of leaving this Jew behind. How
could I abandon the son of a man who risked his life repeatedly to save other Jews?
How could we just leave, and abandon this man to the emptiness of his existence? The
images swam in my dreams the whole night. His head bobbing in the water. The dog’s
head. The boy’s head. But most of all, his plaintive voice and desperate eyes: “Maybe
you know my father?”
Come morning I was determined. To the mixed consternation and amusement of my
family, I announced that we were going back. We were going to the park, we were
going to find this David, and we were going to bring him back. I didn’t have any idea
what “bring him back” looked like. There certainly wasn’t room in our van, and I didn’t
think I could bring him with us to my mother-in-law’s for a few days. Well, we didn’t
have to have a plan, because as it turned out, he wasn’t there. The boy from the boat
rental said he usually comes around 3pm. I left my phone number, not expecting to
hear from him.
Later that afternoon, my phone rang. It was David. What did I want? I didn’t know. I
had no idea what to say.
“I know your father,” I stammered. “I wanted to talk to you about him.”
“It’s not my job to tell you about him,” David said gruffly. “Go study history.”
“I know your father.” I repeated. “He never left a Jew behind. That was his main goal to save as many Jews as possible.”
David breathed in approval. “You are right. That was what drove my father in everything
he did - to make sure no Jew was left behind.”
“That’s why we came back.” I said. “We couldn’t leave you behind. Your father did that
for everyone else, we owed it to him to come back for you.”
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Another deep breath. “That’s very kind of you.”
I stammered again. I didn’t know what to say or where to direct him from there. Should
I suggest he go learn Torah? What could I say?
“If you find me a pretty girl who can make a good cholent and a good kugel, and some
coffee, come back for me and I’ll go with you.”
I didn’t know what to say to that either, and the conversation ended.
My husband and children were waiting expectantly to hear the other end of the
conversation. When I told them his conclusion, they laughed. They tried to comfort me
by saying I had done the best I could and it was the right thing to have tried. Success
is not up to me. I was left wondering, would Tuvia Bielsky have dragged out a Jew who
didn’t want to come?
The story was over, but the memory still haunted me. It hung over me as I got ready for
Tisha b’Av. “Maybe you know my father?” It came back to me at times I didn’t expect,
three heads bobbing in the water. It was just so sad. From such great and noble roots to
such a purposeless existence. I wondered what I could or should have done differently
to save David Bielsky.
As the days went by, and I was preparing to teach my 4th grade students, it came to
me. I was reviewing ’יוסףs moment of temptation. He was about to succumb when he
saw an image of his father.  יוסףremembered the real beauty and glorious nobility from
which he came, and suddenly wanted nothing more than to flee the empty beauty and
meaningless nobility of אשת פוטיפר. It was at that moment, in preparation for חדש אלול,
that everything came clear.
It wasn’t the desperate voice of David Bielsky I was hearing. It was the voice of my own
soul. “Maybe you know my father?” Maybe you know my Father, who is the Source of
only Good? Maybe you know my Father, who is the essence of every noble quality and
virtue? I am lost in a sea of selfishness and vanity. My soul is calling me, I want to find
and connect to my Father, I want to be who and how I am destined to be. Noble, and
a Source of Good.
This ראש השנה, when I say אבינו מלכנו, I want to answer myself: “Yes, I know my father.
And He knows me too.”
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SILENT SPEECH
Allen H. Lipis
Originally printed in the Atlanta Jewish Times

On Shabbos, I walk to services. My usual path is through my neighbor’s yard, and
on schedule. This week, their dogs ran around me barking. They know me by now,
so I took their barks as a sign of hello. As I left their yard, it occurred to me that the
dogs were speaking to me in the only way they could.
As I walked to the synagogue, I admired how beautiful the day was, a perfect
temperature with birds chirping, the only way the birds and the earth could speak.
At the crosswalk to the shul, the white lines on the street were clearly speaking in
their own way telling cars to stop for pedestrians, and in due course, a car did stop
for me to cross the street.
As I entered the synagogue, I saw a man and woman that I knew in animated
conversation with each other, and as I approached them, they both stopped to smile
at me and nodded their heads to say hello. I nodded and smiled back, and once I
passed them to enter the sanctuary, they continued their conversation.
I quietly went into the men’s closet to find my tallis, and as I put it on, it reminded
me of a story that Rabbi Emanuel Feldman once told. It was a story about a tallis
that was crying because the family had left for their synagogue without taking their
tallis. I put my tallis on knowing that today my tallis would be happy to be worn to
do the service it was meant to do.
As I walked to the seat I usually take in the third row, the congregation was standing
and it was crowded where I usually sit. The size of the congregation told me that
I had better find another seat, so I walked toward a seat in the fifth row. Two men
were standing near the aisle in that row, and once they saw me, one of them waved
his hand to invite me to join them. When I stopped at their aisle, they noticed that
I couldn’t get by, so they walked into the aisle so I could pass them. Without a word
I joined them.
As I was about to take my seat, Rabbi Emanuel Feldman, who sits in the second row
and was visiting from Israel, knew that I usually sit just behind him, pointed to my
third-row seat with his open hand indicating that there was room for me. His smile
and his hand beckoned me, but I smiled and took a seat in the fifth row.
As I sat down, the man on my left, who I knew, greeted me with a handshake and a
smile on his face, clearly indicating that he was happy to share the row with me. We
didn’t say a word. Once seated, I turned my head to the davening that was going on
and noticed that a friend had noticed me from 50 feet away, bowed his head at me
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ever so slightly to indicate an unspoken hello. I did the same to him.
As I thought about all those unspoken occurrences, I turned my head to look at the
two bronze yahrzeit plaques on the wall that have my mother’s and father’s names on
them. It remined me that my father was gone over 50 years, but I recalled that he once
jumped into a pond in Central Park in Manhattan wearing a suit and a watch to save
a little boy who had fallen into the water that was over his head. And looking at my
mother’s plaque reminded me that she was gone over 25 years, but often would call me
to say hello to remind me to stay in touch. I missed them both.
From the time I left my home, it had taken me about 5 minutes to walk to the synagogue
and be seated, and in that time, I had 11 different encounters, all very positive without
a word being spoken. I put that thought away in my head to remind me that there are
many ways to speak without using words, and they can be very meaningful. There is
much that is said without a word being spoken.
The Bottom Line: You can say a lot with a smile, a hand motion or a nod. Without a
word, your body will speak for you.
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OF CRISIS AND RESCUE
Chava Neiditch

Miriam Bayla, my eight-year-old, says everyone was screaming. But that’s not how I
remember it. In my memory, it was silent.
It was late October. We had just come from Shabbos lunch, walking the same route
we’ve walked hundreds of times before. We passed an afternoon birthday party at a
gazebo by the pool.
My husband, Chaim, went ahead with three of our kids. Miriam Bayla and I sat down
on lounge chairs by the pool, facing the party many yards away. It was a cool, breezy
day and we had the space to ourselves. We were looking for shapes in the clouds and
commenting on how fast the clouds were moving.
We’d been sitting there for a few minutes when I said out loud, “Is that a kid in the
water?!” I jumped from my place on the lounge chair and ran around the pool, past the
fountains, past the volleyball net, to the opposite rim. I tried to reach the toddler from
the edge, but I couldn’t. I saw his face go under and so I jumped in.
In real life, it looks nothing like the flailing and screaming of a Hollywood-drowning.
In real life, a drowning child is quiet and relatively still. I’d seen a video about drowning
years ago, and without warning or training, here was the real thing.
Suddenly there were people all around and there I was, in the pool, in my shabbos
clothes, shoes, and sheitle. I handed the soaking toddler to a visibly shaken man. The
child was alert and breathing, but didn’t cry. I climbed out the side of the pool.
The man holding the toddler expressed his gratitude. “You would have done the same
for me,” I said. I remember looking around for a towel, but of course no one had a
towel. It was an October party by the pool, not a pool party.
I wanted to stay there and make sure everything was okay, but there were plenty of
adults around and nothing for me to do. I felt that staying would be intruding on a
private moment. Only in retrospect did I realize that it had been my private moment,
too. We became connected for life, that toddler and me, that dad and me. I wish now
that I knew who they were or that I could contact them.
I relived that moment again and again trying to process. Did that really happen? I
reviewed the details: When Miriam Bayla told the story, she called the toddler “she.”
Was it a boy or a girl? I don’t know. She says the adults saw me running and started
screaming. I don’t remember any screaming. I remember the whole thing silent as if I,
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too, were underwater. Did my head go under? No, because my dress was entirely wet,
but my head was dry. I don’t remember the temperature of the water. I do remember
that the child had been holding balloons and then suddenly wasn’t. I remember
thinking that climbing out of the pool would tear my stockings. I remember looking
for the towel that wasn’t there. What bizarre, unimportant details to remember and
significant ones to forget!
Then I started with the questions:
What if we had left our shabbos lunch a few minutes earlier?
A few minutes later?
What if we had walked a different route and not gone by the pool at all?
What if we hadn’t stopped to watch the clouds?
I saw the pool empty and then with a child in it. When did the child fall in, and how
did I miss that moment?
If any infinitesimal detail had been different, everything could have been different. This
story could have had a tragic end. More often, we don’t get to see how the mundane
details of our day-to-day lives come together to create the quintessential moment of
Divine Providence, השגחה פרטית. I am humbled to have experienced in a single
moment the omnipresence of G-d and the simultaneous strength and fragility of being
a human.
“People like to think that G-d swooped in and saved them, ”I’ve heard my husband,
Chaim, say this thousands of times. “But Hashem isn’t just the One Who orchestrates
the rescue. He orchestrates the crisis as well.”
Why did Hashem orchestrate this crisis and this rescue? In processing with me, Chaim
said that every single person who was there was meant to be there, and that each one
has their own customized message to take away. What’s mine? Only I can know.
I wasn’t sure that I should share this story at all. It is traumatic and surreal and extremely
personal, too personal to put into the hands of others. I hesitantly shared it with some
friends because it felt too big to keep to myself. They encouraged me to share it more
widely. I wasn’t sure, and wondered if sharing was the right thing to do. So I carried
the question around with me.
Shortly after this rescue took place, Chaim went to a shiur by Rabbi Moshe Weinberger,
who emphasized the importance of really contemplating Hashem and encouraging
others to do the same, even just for a moment. The value of taking time to tap into our
essence as Jews, as people, is inestimable. Bingo. There was my answer.
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It is my hope that in sharing this vulnerable moment with you, you might contemplate
Hashem, really contemplate. It isn’t an accident that you’ve read my story. You have a
message to take from it as well. What’s yours? It’s specific to you, and only you can
know.
My tefillah (prayer) is that G-d continue to watch over us, and over all the minutiae
of our lives. May we be grateful for His compassion and protection, even when we are
not aware of it. Please, take a moment right now to whisper a fervent prayer of your
own– it could be an expression of gratitude or a request or both. Say it in your own
language, from your own heart. Connect to your Creator and Keeper. He is always
ready to hear from You.
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SAVED BY THE TORAH
Retold by Barbara Ladin Fisher

Through our many years of living in the Beth Jacob community, we have hosted many outof-town guests who joined us for Shabbat meals. On a number of occasions, I’d ask if they
had a story. This was one of the most memorable. (As I do not remember whose story this
was, I have changed all the names.)
Yossi Kramer came to Atlanta to collect for his Yeshivah known proudly today as WITS
(Wisconsin Torah Institute). This is his family’s story.
Over one hundred years ago, as the Kramer family was packing their belongings to leave
Russia, there was a knock at the door. Chaim Kramer was surprised to see his rabbi carrying
a large parcel. “What brings you here today, Reb Konigsberg?” asked Chaim. “I have a favor
to ask. Could you please take the Torah with you? As you know, everyone is leaving our
community. I need to have it go to someone I know who will be careful and take good care
of it. Can you please do it?” Chaim and his wife Sofie agreed, and so it was that the Kramer
family acquired a Torah. But they wondered why the Rabbi thought of them for the job,
since they were not very religious.
Upon their arrival in the US, the Torah was shared with extended family members. Each
family had it for a few years, and then it was Mordechai Kramer’s turn.
Life in America was hopeful for the many newcomers, but for the Kramer family it also
brought years of anguish. Mrs. Kramer gave birth to their first child and then, just weeks
later, the child died. The following year, another baby was born, and that child, too, died after
a few days. Distraught, the couple tried again. The results were heartbreaking for the third
time. A third infant death. “What’s happening to us? What should we do?” Heartbroken
with their losses, Mordechai Kramer had an idea. “We have to do something. This has to
stop. I think it’s has something to do with that Torah we have. It’s in our house and we don’t
know anything about it. What do you think of the idea of learning what’s in it?” Mordechai
asked his wife. Mrs. Kramer agreed, and sure enough, once they started studying Torah, their
luck changed for the good. Three healthy babies were born and lived - an incredible miracle.
But the joy and excitement of an observant lifestyle did not last forever. The grandchildren
of Mordechai Kramer were thoroughly Americanized and there was no longer any hint of
religious observance.
And then it happened. One fateful day in July 1975, Barry Kramer, aged 15, was with his
mother on her shopping trip to the Jewish neighborhood in West Rogers Park, Chicago. “I
need a gift for someone from the Judaica store, it won’t take long,” Barry’s mother said. “Is it
ok if I look around? And can I get something, too?” asked Barry. “Of course,” answered his
mother. “You’ve been a huge help to me today. Get whatever you want.”
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Barry loved to read, so he picked out an English sefer. For the next few days, he was totally
absorbed in his new book. “This is really interesting, Mom.” Barry said. “I think I want to go
to a Jewish school. Would you let me go?” “I would let you go,” answered his mother, “But
will they let you in? You don’t have any background.”
“Please try anyway,” pleaded Barry. “I’d really like to try it. And we even have our own Torah.
Maybe that will convince them.”
And so that very day, Mrs. Kramer began making phone calls. Sadly, the answer was the
same from every Yeshivah. “We cannot accept any student who does not already have a
strong background.”
“I’ve called every Yeshivah here in Chicago. I really don’t know who else to call,” she told
her son. “What about that Yeshivah in Milwaukee? WITS?” asked Barry. “Ok,” said Mrs.
Kramer with frustration in her voice.
And then Barry heard his mother’s powerful words and his life was changed forever. “How
do you expect to produce good Jews if you refuse to give a motivated student a chance?”
Upon hearing those words, the Rabbi on the other end said, “We’ll take him.”
And so it was that Barry Kramer was accepted at WITS. The young man at our table was
Barry’s son. His five brothers had also attended WITS. Indeed, the family Torah had worked
its magic after all.
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STILL MORE MESSAGES
FROM THE ROAD
David Kayser

This summer, a thousand or so teenage athletes along with their coaches, families,
and support staff came from around the world to Atlanta to compete in the Maccabi
games. I was tasked with helping to oversee the kosher food production, and we started
planning the logistics several months before the event. We had to feed around 2,000
people kosher meals twice a day, for four days in a row, at seven different venues.
We kashered approximately thirty warming cabinets, twelve ovens, dozens of chafing
dishes, multiple tables, serving platters and steam tables.
On the second night of the Maccabi visit, dinner was in the aquarium and the group
had free reign of the entire venue. The athletes were all milling around in their street
clothing, having a great time. I was checking on one of the buffets when I saw something
that left me speechless. One of the girls was dressed in casual “Temima” attire - flowy
skirt down to the ankles, a foreign sports team sweatshirt with sleeves to the wrist, and
the shirt collar up to her neck. I was very surprised, and all I could muster was a smile
as she turned and walked away with her friends. I wondered who she was, where she
was from, and what her story was, and I hoped I would have a chance to tell her how
much chizuk (inspirational strength) she gave me. Among of group of Jewish kids who
were dressed like typical teenagers, she stood out in the crowd. What amazing strength
of conviction to be the one single example of proper attire!
Towards the end of lunch on the third day, I saw this young lady again and was even
more stunned. She was wearing a completely modest version of her team uniform
including long skirt, long sleeves and a high neck. I finally had my chance to say
something to her, and as she and her friends began to walk away, I approached her and
told her that I did not want to embarrass her, but I was very proud of her and I thanked
her. She smiled in acknowledgment and walked away. The games ended the next night
with an amazing closing ceremony on the field at MB Stadium.
The following day it was back to the routine of factory inspections, filing reports and
billing clients. I was sharing the inspiration I received from this young woman with
everyone I could. And then on Sunday I received quite a surprise. My cell phone rang,
and the man on the line asked if I was the mashgiach at the Maccabi games. I told him
that I was one of several, and told him which venues I helped cover. He then asked me
if I told a girl that I was proud of her because of the way she was dressed. I said yes,
and he told me that the girl was his daughter and he thanked me for giving chizuk to
his daughter. He told me that she told them that a mashgiach had said something nice
to her. He called the AKC office and spoke to Rabbi Stein, who gave him my name
and number.
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The man explained that they were a ba’al teshuva family, and their daughter was into
sports and struggled for years in the JCC leagues with schedules and food options
that were not supportive of an observant lifestyle. He then told me that his wife and
daughter custom made her uniform to conform to halacha and to match the team
uniform as closely as possible. I told him that I was thrilled he made the effort to find
me and contact me because I wanted to tell them just how much inspiration she gave
me. During our conversation, I also told him about Ruth and the lesson we learn from
her behavior. It was Ruth’s adherence to the principles of modesty that Boaz noticed.
It was her modest dress and actions that ultimately led to her become the mother of
malchus (kingship) of the House of David. I added with certainty that his daughter
surely inspired many others who saw her.
People are watching us all the time, but we are not aware of it. We are inspired by
others, and we can also inspire them. We are also disappointed in the behavior of
others, and they may likewise be disappointed in us. We have to remember that we
always have a chance to make an impression.
This past school year, something unheard of in Atlanta (and most of the Orthodox
world, too!) occurred when several Yeshiva Ohr Yisroel students became so proficient
in Masechta Kiddushin that they were able to completely review all 80 ½ daf (pages)
in a single day (it normally takes 81 days to complete that Masechta). It all started with
a word of encouragement from a Rebbi, an idea, a spark.
I heard that Rav Nosson Wachtfogel, z”l, in Leket Reshimot, explains that just as a
plant requires water to grow, each person requires encouragement to succeed in life,
not just children and those struggling, but everyone. Hashem commanded Moshe to
strengthen and encourage Yehoshua. This enabled Yehoshua to take over the leadership
of Klal Yisroel. Without Moshe’s encouragement, it’s possible that Yehoshua would
have failed. Let’s not miss an opportunity to tell someone they inspire us, to encourage
others, and to allow others to encourage and inspire us.
I have no doubt that years from now people will remember and talk about attending a
youth athletic competition and seeing a girl dressed modestly. They will then go on to
say that this was the spark that kindled their interest in learning more about Judaism
and ultimately to becoming observant. I look forward to hearing “the rest of the story”
down the road.

Please note: Certain details have been altered or omitted to protect the young woman’s identity.
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BETH JACOB SONNET
Rachel Leah Klein

The Shul, daughter of Zion; the Queen bee.
The hive-collective united in goal,
diligently working for harmony.
The teacher-beekeeper; a Rabbi’s role.
Spreading, pollinating Torah’s blossom.
So engaged in the Torah and worship,
enjoying its sweetness – it is awesome.
Our tefillos, nectar on tongue and lip.
The Shul’s honey-wood beams, an etz chaim.
A jar to hold the golden words extolled.
Honeycomb windows resonate a psalm.
Our spirits soar when we cross your threshold.
So let us be the best that we can be –
say Ma Tovu Ohalecha to thee.
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MY FIRST ELUL
Erika Needleman

Every year as Elul arrives, I find myself filled with memories. Eleven years ago, I was a
recent college grad with a dream of learning Torah in Yerushalayim. All of my friends
from my Brandeis internship had told me, “You don’t know what it means to be a Jew
until you go to Israel.”
So there I was, fresh off Birthright, and after quite a providential turn of events (another
story for another day), I found myself sitting in a charedi seminary in a religious area
surrounded by about fifty young women wearing tights and long skirts. In the summer.
I had major imposter syndrome with my not-quite-there attire, but I saw their faces
glowing with Torah (and sweat) and I knew that I had to get what they were getting.
When I met the Director of Shearim, Rebbetzin Pavlov, we had a very candid
conversation. Bluntly, I put it all on the line. “I am here to learn Torah. But I don’t want
to become religious. Don’t push me.” She grinned an all-knowing grin, sat back in her
armchair, and told me, “I’m not going to push you. If anything, I’m going to have to
hold you back.”
She, of course, was right. I was going to classes every moment that I could. I was at
seminary all day, a Chabad class once a week, and class in the Old City at least twice a
week. Anything else that sounded good, I was there, too. I was lapping it up, quenching
a thirst that I never realized was there, and when those floodgates opened, I drank from
every well I could find.
I remember Elul. I couldn’t count how many times I heard the words Ani L’Dodi
v’Dodi Li (I am to my Beloved and my Beloved is to me). Those words were ringing
in my ears all month. I was transformed by this idea of closeness to Hashem; that Elul
is the time when I am gifted the relationship of my dreams.
In one of my classes, the teacher was explaining the koach (power) of Elul and our
relationship with Hashem, and how He wants to come close to us if we’d just let Him.
And I remember at that moment feeling this click. My whole life, up until that point,
I had been investing in the wrong relationships. For my whole 22 years on Earth I had
basically been totally unaware of Hashem. He blessed me with so much good, and had
also given me many hardships and challenges. But I had suffered the slings and arrows
feeling alone. I had not seen Him there pulling the strings.
In Yerushalayim, I recognized that my life had been lived on a stage, and the Director
had thrust open the curtains and was staring at me, beaming, holding the strings to my
mind, to my hands, and to my heart. I remember leaving the class and taking the bus
back to Har Nof with my mind racing, my heart leaping. I wanted this relationship. I
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was going to stop making all of the wrong decisions and I was going to start making
all of the right ones.
My Rebbetzin had told me I should write down what I wanted to work on in Elul.
That night I wrote my list:
•

Shabbos

•

Tznius

•

Shomer negiah

•

Kosher

•

Daven Shacharis every day

I proudly read my list to her the next morning. “Um, Erika,” she said, “I meant you
should write down and take on one small thing!”
She had clearly never met Erika with Clarity. “Sorry,” I told her. “This is my list, and
I’m sticking to it.”
And I did.
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HERE WE GROW
Helen Gerchikov

As another year is coming to an end, I find myself thinking of a question that was
asked of me this past summer. “Are you a visual learner or an auditory learner?” Since I
have been out of school for many years, I have not considered myself much of a learner
anymore. But what Rabbi Feldman said in his drasha on Shabbos Mevarchim for Elul
put that assumption to rest. He encouraged us to end the current year with growth,
with an ability to change, with connection to Hashem and to others. We should not
just wait for Elul to think about the coming year, we should think about this year and
grow this year.
Growth, to me, requires learning to be a better person. How do I learn? I go to classes,
yes. I read books, yes. But I think the best way to learn, at least for me, is to learn
from other people. Seeing an example in front of my eyes shows me how growth and
greatness is possible.
In this past year, I had a chance to reflect and learn from two people. The first is
Chani Deutsch, sister of Rabbi Menachem Deutsch, who passed away earlier this year.
Tante Chani, as she was affectionately known, was an amazing teacher. She suffered
from health issues, including difficulty walking. She had every reason to complain, but
she never did. When asked how she was doing, no matter what was going on, she
answered that all was fine. When taking a walk was hard, or climbing steps, she just
took a deep breath, said “Here we go,” and did what needed to be done. She had a smile
on her face and tried to get others to smile also, by cracking a joke.
Watching Tante Chani face each day with her positive attitude was a whole lesson
in appreciating the good and not focusing on the not-so-good. So when I think of
complaining, I just need to visualize Tante Chani and her “go-to” attitude, and put on
a smile.
Another very important lesson was taught to me by Rabbi Ari Neuberger, father of
Rabbi Mayer Neuberger and Dena Deutsch, who also passed away earlier this year.
Whenever anyone would talk to Rabbi Neuberger, that person had his undivided
attention. There were no other distractions. His whole focus was on the here and now.
Rabbi Neuberger was a pretty busy person, but when he was having a conversation with
me, I felt like I was the only one who mattered at that time. I felt heard and understood.
The world basically stopped for those few moments. That act makes the person who is
doing the talking feel very special; it’s a “hey, I matter” moment. Now, when my child
is talking to me and my phone rings, (texts, What’sApps) and my natural instinct is to
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pick it up, I stop myself and try to focus on my child. He is important and deserves my
total focus and attention. I thank Rabbi Neuberger for that lesson.
Learning and growth happen every day both inside and outside the classroom. This
Elul, and during the upcoming Yomim Noraim, change is possible. A smile even when
things are tough, and focusing on the other person for those few precious minutes of
a shared conversation - all of this is possible. I learned both by observing and listening
to two amazing teachers I was privileged to have in my life. And if I internalize these
small pieces and let them become part of me, then I will have changed and become a
slightly better person. And who knows, maybe someone will see me smile and learn
from that, too.
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A JAR OF PEANUT BUTTER
AND THREE SCREWS
Joel Alpert

They might, they might not. But even if they remember, they probably wouldn’t admit
it -- at least not publicly (that’s just not their way). These are two true stories, two
people, two of us.
The First One: It was mid-evening late summer at Kroger. That time of year was
coming up, but it could have been any evening at the only Kroger in the world where
“y’all” and “Have a good Shabbos” get along so well up and down these long bowling
lane aisles. I rolled over to the customer service desk to ask a question.
I didn’t see her face, I was second in line. I wasn’t sure if I recognized her. But I
recognized her as “one of us.” The dress, the sleeves, the hat. She was arguing. Not in
an angry way. In a clear and insistent matter-of-fact way. The conversation was already
in progress.
“But I broke it,” she insisted, “so I will pay for it.”
“No ma’am, it’s not necessary, we’ve already cleaned it up.” said the junior manager.
“But it was my fault, I was clumsy. It was peanut butter, the price was $1.89.”
“Ma’am, this happens all the time. It’s the cost of doing business.”
“I broke it, I expect to pay.”
“Thank you, but we appreciate your business. No need.”
“Sorry for the mess. Can I pay you? I’d like to pay you.”
With a shrug of her shoulders, the junior manager finally caved. Probably a good
move, as “Mrs. Magavuchtervitch” was stuck to her position like peanut butter on
white bread.
The paper and coins were reconciled. And maybe something more.
The Second One: A few weeks later in our Fall cycle, the weather had shifted. Maybe
because we’d all fessed up, and had asked for a new lease on life. We took it slow during
the fast day, when we asked – when we begged, just yesterday – for another chance. For
a bigger chance.
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And our next big chance for connection was just a few days away, with the huts holiday.
What the neighbors must think. (“Occupy Toco Hills”?) Storage units unlocked and
unhinged. Shlepping with the wood panels and planks. Hammering. Yammering.
Extension cords and Xmas lights repurposed. Laminated posters featuring older men
with beards and formal hats. Plastic lemons.
And my friend “Gershonachmonitch’s” super-hut was almost up. We were beat. Just a
few more connections. But we were out of wood screws — zero, nada, not one left in
the box. Arrrrgh.
Well this was not my first rodeo, pardner. And this was not the first sukkah of the day.
The Shul’s sukkah needed many hands -- two of those hands were mine, and I had
three screws left from that earlier sukkah-raising in the front pocket of my cargo pants.
That was all we needed to finish the job — bingo! “I’ve got them, Gershonachmonitch,
I have these from putting up the Shul sukkah this morning…”
But Gershonachmonitch wasn’t interested in solving the problem this way. “I’ll go over
to Ace and get another box,” he offered.
“But we’re almost done, we can use these!” I responded.
“Yes, but those came from the Shul, and they’re holy… we can’t use them,” he said.
And I said “Yes, but no one would be concerned, it’s just three screws that cost only
a few pennies, and you pay dues at the shul. And you can also make a donation for a
dollar to the shul, to cover them.”
He had already taken three steps towards the car in the driveway nearby.
A few days later, with a strange satisfaction, I snuck into the Shul’s maintenance break
room. Looking around, I found a small yellow plastic container with assorted screws. I
returned the three to their fellow wanderers.
Peanut butter and broken glass in the aisle at Kroger.
Three grey screws, not sunk into the wood of a neighborhood sukkah.
They say the devil is in the details. Maybe the details bring out the angels in us. And
for us.
Shanah tovah.
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A COURTHOUSE CHAT
Chana Shapiro

I brought food and reading material with me when I was called for jury duty.
Our names were called, and we formed two lines. Soon, we were greeted by a small
woman, wearing a stylish teal jumper. She was just finishing her banana.
“Hi!” she said, successfully tossing the peel into a receptacle across the room, missing
my backpack by two or three inches. Quickly popping a piece of chewing gum into her
mouth and lodging it temporarily in her left cheek, she announced, “I am Ms. Branley,
the bailiff.”
Did the others find her as interesting as I did? She was quite unlike the bailiffs on TV
or in film, but I reminded myself that this is an age of informality and individualism, in
which tiresome customs are, for want of a better word, passé. If Ms. Branley chose to
wear a trendy jumper, enjoy a banana and chew gum (possibly sugarless) while on duty,
this was a sign of the modern world we are encouraged to embrace.
We entered the jury room for selection, and once the requisite number was chosen, the
rest of us were told that we could leave for an hour, then return in case we were needed
for a different trial. Everyone scattered, and I found a bench where I could enjoy my
lunch and read my book.
Just as I began to eat, Ms. Branley emerged, still chewing. She extracted the gum,
threw it away and reached into her pocket, from which she pulled a pack of cigarettes.
She started to light up, saw me and walked over. Acknowledging this woman’s oral
needs, I sociably offered her a handful of grapes. She took a few puffs, put out the
cigarette and accepted.
Ms. Branley sat down next to me, and as we shared my grapes, I noted, “That was some
case! The guy just has to be guilty of at least one of the charges.”
My companion nodded, pulling out another stick of gum and offering one to me. I
concentrated on finishing the grapes.
“The courtrooms are packed every day,” she said, “but I know what would stop all the
bloodshed and suffering.”
“What’s that?” I asked.
“The Ten Commandments,” she stated.
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“Go on,” I urged.
“Look, you’re Jewish, right?”
“How do you know?”
“Oh, I can always tell,” she answered. “Anyway, if anybody can understand my idea, it’s
real Christians and real Jews, right?”
“Continue,” I urged, again.
“If everybody followed the Ten Commandments, and the bad guys got the right
punishment, the courts would be practically empty,” she explained, matter-of-factly.
“Like what?” I asked.
“You know, an eye for an eye, etcetera.”
“You mean that if you happen to poke out my eye with that pack of gum, then I should
poke out your eye with my pack?”
“Exactly!” Ms. Branley answered. “I knew you’d understand me. You Jews got it right!
Well, I need to get back inside. Lots of evil in there! Nice talking to you!” She sped
ahead of me. Her chic dress looked perfect with her stiletto heels, in which she had
mastered the art of walking impressively fast.
I didn’t stop her to mention the centuries of rabbinic debate, ruling that “an eye for
an eye” means monetary restitution for that theoretical pack of gum incident. I didn’t
tell her about the cities of refuge or offer explanations or applications of our Ten
Commandments, with the compassion, depth, complexity, and brilliance that help us
live by them. Instead, I gathered my possessions and, with a deep sigh, headed in. As
I passed through the metal detectors, I looked around to see if Ms. Branley’s Ten
Commandments were posted, but they were not.
Yet, I continued thinking about the conversation. I realized that one can be oh-so-upto-date in one way and oh-so-antediluvian in another.
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MY PERSONAL TRAINERS
Michael Graiser

“We must be willing to get rid of the life we’ve planned so as to have the life that is
waiting for us.”
- Joseph Cambell
This time of year, I begin a period of self-reflection of the year that will soon draw to a
close. I find myself trying to identify the highs and the lows, including events that may
be carrying hidden messages to hopefully carry with me into the New Year. This year
my most meaningful experience working with personal trainer Shimon Weissman.
Admittedly, the decision to go down this path was somewhat rash and emotional,
stemming from issues of body image starting in childhood about my low weight.
Despite my efforts in the last few years to gain some respectable muscle mass at a local
gym, I was still generating comments about my thin appearance.
Acceptance of status quo changed when a recent comment about my being skinny
pushed me over the edge and I decided on the spot to give Shimon a call. As a recent
Facebook friend I had learned that he was a personal trainer and that he called his
enterprise “Quick Fit Training”. The “Quick” part sounded perfect. When I called him
I sensed an initial great connection as he mirrored back my particular concerns and
desires for change with him explaining how he would address each area of concern.
As I prepared for our first session, I had the typical misgivings asking myself, “What
have I gotten myself into? What if he pushes me harder than my 64-year old body can
withstand?”
At the first session, we worked through a series of foundation-building exercises that
he prepared for me. My fragile male ego kept me pushing myself as hard as I could. At
one point as I was huffing up on a chinning bar he commented, “You are a lot stronger
than you think.” As I worked through the routine, I noticed that I was sweating
profusely and I could feel my heart pounding in my chest. When the session was over
and I looked at my watch, I couldn’t believe that the hour was over already.
As I rode my bike home from Calibre Woods, I kept hearing that phrase, “You are a
lot stronger than you think,” and also noting that I was still sweating and could feel
my heart pumping. Shimon had already forced me to break some of my workout rules,
like “no sweating” and “no racing heartbeat.” Whether it’s jogging or a workout at the
gym, I limit myself to avoid sweating and a racing heartbeat which I associate with my
occasional panic attacks. But Shimon showed me that I could sweat and I could allow
my heartbeat to get to the point where I could feel it in my chest and be OK; and not
just OK but feel really ALIVE! It was a moment where I realized how so much of
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my life is driven by my self-imposed limitations, setting the bar low, playing it safe. I
saw how in just one hour my view of myself could transform, that I could begin to see
myself as strong, as capable of meeting challenges that I never thought I could handle,
that I could still grow.
In that one hour with Shimon, I gained more insight into my true power than all
the time and money I’ve spent on therapists, self-help books, and self-actualization
weekends. It wasn’t until I was faced with seeing myself actually performing at a level
that I never knew was possible that the light bulb finally came on.
As the year 5779 winds down and I continue to allow myself to grow under Shimon’s
guidance, I look for other areas of my life where I tend to sell myself short. For me
these areas are centered around my relationships; with Hashem, my wife and other
family members, my chavrusa, my friends, and work associates. I realize that Shimon
won’t be able to build new “muscle” in these human relationships, but I know that I
have my Ultimate Personal Trainer. Do I take direction from Hashem the way that I do
from Shimon? Do I try to push myself to be bigger than I thought possible beyond the
boundaries of my self-limitations in all meaningful areas of my life? Do I give myself
the chance to really work out and “sweat” in these areas? Being vulnerable, taking risks
of being hurt and rejected, saying that I’m sorry, asking for help when I need it, and
learning how to listen for the sole purpose of understanding another human being?
This morning I said the words of Modeh Ani mindfully as I woke up. I smiled as I
came to the last two words, rabbah emunasecha (great is Your faithfulness). In my new
“post-Shimon” world, I understand that as I thank Hashem for restoring my soul with
compassion, He has unwavering faith in ME that I will fulfill my unique mission in
life today, despite any shortcomings, failures, and blind-spots that I missed in all my
yesterdays. He sees the greatness that lies within, that I have been hiding from.
“May my light shine forth like the dawn.”
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CHOOSING LEMONADE:
THINKING FROM OUR HEARTS
Mira Bergen

On Rosh Hashanah we consciously crown G-d as our King: Avinu Malkeinu, Our
Father, our King!
What happens after Rosh Hashanah? Life. Life Happens.
What happens to us in our day-to-day lives depends on the way we look at a situation
and react. When something happens, do we say “Why me?” Or do we continue to
crown G-d as our King and remind ourselves that every situation, challenging or not,
has been sent to our neshama (soul) by G-d for a reason? It is important to believe this
in our hearts, not just our minds.
Why in our hearts? It is the heart that determines if someone is alive, and not the
brain. One who is brain dead is still alive, as long as the heart is still beating. (I recently
experienced this with a dear friend, and that journey profoundly impacted me and
inspired me to write on this theme.)
Our Creator, our King, wants us to think from our HEARTS that EVERYTHING
that happens to us in life is to look at and learn from.
When we have decisions to make, and when we think from our hearts, our hearts are
exercised and strengthened. Calm comes from strength, and knowing comes from our
hearts: We exercise our souls by thinking from our hearts.
In any given situation in our daily lives we continue to crown G-d as our King when
we ask ourselves:
What would G-d do?
What does G-d think about this?
How can I temper my responses to elevate the people and situations around me?
Often, what happens to us does not make sense. Thinking from the heart means that
whatever tests, challenges, and issues might seem tragic can actually be enlightening as
we try to figure out: What is the lesson I need to learn, rather than, why me?
Over a year ago, I tripped and fell over some stools in my kitchen. I was in excruciating
pain and when I could not get up, my first words were, “Please G-d, I want to do the
Peachtree Road Race.” The second plea to my Creator, “Please tell me the lesson You
want me to learn from this.”
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After my total hip replacement, the next day I experienced tremendous pain. I was
unable to walk without a walker and had to rely on home health care for my daily
needs in addition to receiving physical and occupational therapy at home for three
weeks. One day, after I had a good cry, I made the decision to make lemonade with the
lemons I was given. Thinking from my heart, I sensed that if I had a relationship with
my inanimate hip, she would serve me well. I named her “Rus” and then a more userfriendly “Ruthie” because she would be with me the rest of my life (“I will go where you
go, etc.…. I will be with you until I die.” from the Book of Ruth)
At the end of my three month physical therapy journey at Emory, everyone knew
“Ruthie,” and she and I completed the Peachtree Road Race (6.2 miles). Since then,
Ruthie and I hiked 12 miles in Israel on Mt. Meron over two days, just seven months
after my surgery. Additionally, on July 4 of this year, we beat last year’s walking time in
the 2019 Peachtree Road Race.
This community has its own HEART: When tragedy happens, we act as one entity,
like a well-oiled machine, working together in LOVE from our hearts to do what is
best in every situation. We may not understand the “lemons” we are given; however,
if we continue to help each other make lemonade, our souls will be intertwined with
The One Above.
May we continue, individually, to think from our heart, and as a community, to beat as
one heart by crowning G-d KING every moment we are blessed to be alive!
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THE WORDS ACCOMPANYING
THE MUSIC OF LIFE
Pam Williams

Some years are just rough, and this year was like that for me. A good friend passed away too
young. Our first dog passed away. Another good friend passed away too young. Our second
dog was very sick for months, and his health remains tenuous. My creaks, as I head into my
60s, turned into larger issues, a torn this and a torn that.
This was a difficult year for spiritual growth. Life seemed to get in the way. Perhaps you’ve
had years like that, too? I try to go into my New Year with hopes to become a better person
by trying to zero in on something I could improve. And, some years when I look back, I’m
pleasantly surprised. But, as I read all the sins listed in the prayer book on Yom Kippur in
English, I’m horrified that some of them look me square in the eye, every year.
Two years ago, a middle schooler in our community became ill. The young girl was airlifted
to Houston’s Children’s Hospital for treatment. At the time, I was visiting my dear friend
Laurie in Houston and then driving up to Texas A&M to visit our youngest son, Josh.
Laurie drove me down to the Children’s Hospital and waited while I went in to visit the child
and her parents. Laurie was very sick with complications from Lupus, and didn’t want to
compromise the child’s well-being. Sadly, Laurie passed away right before Passover this year.
When I returned to Atlanta, a group in our community set up a What’s App group to read
Tehillim (the Psalms) in the merit of the well-being of this young girl I had just visited. I had
never read Tehillim before except when a community member was ill and Beth Jacob held a
public reading. These public readings had always frustrated me - my Hebrew reading was not
strong, and everyone seemed to fly through the Tehillim, leaving me still trying to pronounce
the first word.
I signed up for the Atlanta Women’s Tehillim What’sApp group. It’s a no-pressure group - if
you have a minute, read a chapter of Tehillim or more. Over the last two years, I have read
many Psalms in English, and some of the shorter ones in Hebrew when I have the time. A
Shabbat Tehillim What’s App group was also created. I selected Psalms 41-50 to read over
Shabbat, and these chapters have become dear friends. There is a comfort in reading them
Shabbat after Shabbat.
I must confess that I don’t understand a number of the Psalms. Some seem to be violent,
others are absolutely beautiful poetry, even in English. I have tried to learn more about the
historical context of the Psalms. For instance, I was surprised that they are not all attributed
to King David, and some are written by the sons of Korach and others.
My Dad’s grandmother, Anna Minnowitz Shinkman, originally from Russia, read the
Psalms. Her mother was the daughter of a Chasidic Rabbi. Her father was a member of the
Haskalah, the Enlightenment Movement.
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My Mom’s mother, Phyllis Cohen Thall, also read the Psalms. She was the granddaughter
of a water boy in the Mozart Regiment from the Union Army who served during the
Battle of Fredericksurg. Gaga grew up in the Jewish Reform community of Williamsburg,
Brooklyn. My grandmother had a collection of Psalms, poetry and inspirational pieces she
found comforting. She created a booklet of them. As she lay in the hospital suffering from
Pancreatic cancer in the early 1980’s, my Mom read her these pieces.
Looking back on this difficult year, I had a constant in my life that many others have had
before me, and GD willing, many others will have after me. As I read and re-read the Psalms,
I know my soul is growing and connecting with something greater than myself.
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THE SOUND OF SILENCE
Rabbi Ariel Asa

I have long wondered whether the word RADIO was etymologically related to the
word RAID (as in assault, harass). That is certainly the way I felt every time that I used
to put the radio on.
Last Elul, 5778, I made a decision to keep the radio off for the month until Rosh
Hashanah. It wasn’t the first time that I had made such a decision but it was the first
time that I was totally successful in sticking to my decision.
Last year, my Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur were different. I developed a deeper
appreciation of these days and my relationship with the Almighty. Words can’t truly
describe it, but I felt something had changed. I strongly felt that my decision at the
beginning of Elul had a lot to do with it.
On Simchas Torah, as Rabbi Feldman was auctioning off honors in exchange for
spiritual commitments, I made a sudden public decision to refrain from the radio
(being “raided”) for the rest of the year.
I haven’t had a perfect year (addictions are called that for a reason), but if I got a grade
it would be a 95.
What have I given up?
Not always knowing the traffic/weather up to the nanosecond.
Not hearing about the latest scandals or outrageous statements of our political leaders.
Not knowing the latest trends of a society that is sinking ever deeper into a moral
abyss.
Not hearing topics that not so long ago were considered topics that weren’t discussed.
Not hearing Israel bashed for every “aggression” taken in self-defense.
What did I gain?
Quiet time. In a society that feels it necessary to have background noise whether we
are shopping, dining, or any other activity, quiet time seems to have become a precious
commodity.
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Contemplation. Whether it be a Torah thought, a moral issue, or my relationship with
others I find that I am contemplating to a much greater extent.
Gained time. How many times did I think I would like to listen to a Torah or
educational recording? Suddenly, I seem to have found a lot more time.
Singing. Someone once said: “I don’t sing because I am happy, I am happy because I
sing.” I have rediscovered the joy of singing (no recordings are planned for release in
the near future).
I am grateful for my decision last Elul, and am now contemplating what challenges I
want to face in 5780. How about you?
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IVF: THE MIRACLE OF
MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Tziporah Wayne

In a world with abundant technology that we can program to make virtually any task
effortless, we can easily feel we have control over our lives. Email, alarm clocks, radios,
cameras, and videos are now held in the palm of our hands and await our command. We
can program a robocleaner vacuum, light switch, oven, and refrigerator to go on and off
as we wish - it’s all in our control. Or is it?
We are taught that, “Everything is in the hands of Heaven except yiras Shamayim (fear of
Heaven).” Our moral choices are ours, but everything else is out of our hands.
For those longing to have a child and are unsuccessful in doing so, it’s quite clear that,
despite one’s best efforts, most of life is not under our control. It is truly a gift from
G-d that most people are successful in building their families in the way that Hashem
designed, and those blessed to have any number of children naturally should continue to
be blessed.
For others, the journey to bearing children means taking the “road less traveled,” as we
did. I hope that I can shed light on this particular challenge, and increase awareness and
sensitivity for those struggling in this area.
My life certainly didn’t follow the path I expected, and at 43 - after being married for a year
- we decided to seek out the help of a fertility doctor. The experience going forward was
quite unexpected, and certainly educational. Couples going through fertility treatment
are subjected to a slew of physical, financial, highly stressful challenges. Will insurance
cover the procedures and medication necessary? Will we be able to turn our schedules
and our lives upside down enough to meet the demands of the treatment timeline? And
there is no guarantee of the desired outcome. The process can be long and painful, and is
one that is not discussed openly, making the journey all the more lonely.
With Hashem’s ultimate grace, compassion and generosity, we were blessed with our
sweet Meira. But this is not the story for everyone. There are singles who would give
anything to find their bashert and start a family. There are women who would give
anything to be a mother, and men who long to hold a child of their own. Adoption is also
extremely expensive, time-intensive, and comes with its own set of challenges. We did all
we could and were blessed with success, Baruch Hashem. Many do all they can in this
world and the answer remains “No.” How much control do we really have in this world?
The miracle that is IVF is nothing short of a gift from Hashem. Do not be deluded into
thinking that medical - or any kind of technology - is the be all and end all. Hashem is
in charge of the outcome.
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As we enter the Yamim Noraim and Hashem opens His books in shamayim, I hope and
pray that all who are longing to be parents are blessed with the gift of children. I hope
that all who are davening for their bashert are given clarity and strength through their
journey, culminating in a walk to the chuppah this year. May this New Year be sweet and
abundantly filled with bracha and hatzlacha with your heartfelt tefillos being answered
l’tovah!
A huge Yasher Koach to Elana Frank for founding the Jewish Fertility Foundation. Through
Elana’s efforts, financial support and other critical resources are provided for couples who are
undergoing fertility treatments. www.jewishfertilityfoundation.org.
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FROM INSIDE
THE FISHBOWL
Russy (Feldman) Tendler

Growing up, I was often asked if I felt like I was living in a fishbowl. My father was the
Rabbi of our Shul, and my mother was my high school principal, so I understood why
people assumed that I felt like I was being watched. But still, I didn’t like the question,
and I’d always respond with a quick no; I felt that I had the freedom to be whoever
and whatever I wanted to be, that no one was really looking, and that my actions didn’t
really matter all that much more than those of any other teenager. I wasn’t going to be
held responsible for the critical roles my parents played in the community, and I was
determined to believe that I had complete freedom to figure out who I wanted to be. I
was absolutely not living in any sort of fishbowl.
Or so I thought.
As I grew older, I’d catch small glimpses of the glass around me. Fleeting but jarring moments spoke to me and told me I was choosing a certain direction because of
something, I wasn’t sure what, that was somehow defined by the home I grew up in
and the People I belong to. I started to realize that although I didn’t always want to
shoulder the responsibility that comes with living in a fishbowl, I needed to recognize
my position in this world in order to perform best for the Onlooker. As a Jew, my every
action is observed, my every move matters and impacts the world on levels I don’t even
know exist. I have to come to terms with the fact that this world is not my own, this
life needs to be about more than just surviving or even just enjoying, that the things I
do and the choices I make are always and forever watched and judged.
From inside the fishbowl, the view can be a bit fuzzy sometimes. It’s easy to confuse
the faces looking in on me as something other than the Divine.
For a moment there, I thought I saw a frown or caught an eyebrow raised in judgement. And was that a brief smile endorsing me? Does this mean people think well of
me, that I’m impressing them? Was that a nod of approval, a nudge in one direction
over another?
It couldn’t have been, I know. And if the view becomes too blurry, that’s when I have
to wash my face, rub my eyes, put on my glasses, look again. Remind myself that’s not
the kind of fishbowl I’m in. That there is only One Spectator, and He is watching every
second, loving me and wanting only for my choices to help clear the glass that stands
between us.
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At least once a year, as the Day of Judgement approaches, I need to hear the question
ringing in my ear. “Do you feel like you’re living in a fishbowl?” And instead of shrugging off my position in this world, instead of denying that every bit of me and my life
matters intensely to the Observer, I need to walk all the way to the edge, and knock
loudly on the glass, confirming its presence and recognizing just how clear the view is
to The One on the other side watching me. I need to let that recognition flood me with
fear, and awe, and the sheer joy that comes with mattering so deeply. And when I press
my face against the glass, and I take the time to look beyond it, I can see your fishbowl
there next to mine, gleaming in the Light that is our always loving, always omniscient
Observer.
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HUMBLE PIE: CHALLENGE &
OPPORTUNITY TO GROW
Sergey Chiripko

June 19, 2018, 8:45am. My boss’s boss says he needs to talk to me. I am a Senior Design
Engineer for Acuity Brands on lighting products. He leads me to a conference room
where the HR rep awaits, and delivers the line used everyday in industries around the
world, “The company is restructuring, and your position has been eliminated.” It was my
second lay-off in less than a year - the Coca-Cola Company laid me off on June 28, 2017
along with 1,000 other lucky souls. I found the Acuity position in just 6 weeks, baruch
Hashem, but now it’s dejavu time, only it’s very real. There was no explanation, just ‘here is
your severance package and we’ll bring your stuff out to you while you stand with a guard
who will walk you to your car.’
I came home and told Lyudmila, who is like a rock that never wavers, and she took the
news as well as any wife can could. Without missing a beat, since it was feeling like a
summer trend for me, I brushed off my resume, and started contacting every recruiter
I knew while applying for jobs like it was my job, because now it was. Our youngest
at the time, Hadassah Miriam, would be home with me, and soon our oldest, Yaakov
Menashe, joined us as I became a stay-at-home dad of two kids under the age of three
while Lyudmila worked.
When Hashem gives you a challenge, you often don’t know how long it will last, and
perhaps that’s a great thing since you learn to take it one day a time, dealing with
everything as it comes at you. Answering prospective calls from employers with kids
in the background became the norm. With every phone call and email, job leads would
come and go. I was able to get first and final round interviews, only to be told that I did
not get the job. One recruiter scheduled an in-person interview the day before, and then
cancelled it the next day, just a few hours before the interview as I was putting on my suit.
The ups and downs I experienced along the way on this challenge were unlike anything I’ve
experienced. I did not foresee myself going with two little kids to collect unemployment
and submitting my job searches for review every week. Seven years out of college, with
work experience at Toyota and Coca Cola, I did not foresee myself sitting in a room at
an insurance agency to interview for a sales position where my Master’s in mechanical
engineering meant little to them.
Every time I felt humbled, I was reminded that one could be humbled even more. I
ate so much humble pie, but somehow kept reminding myself daily that Hashem does
everything for a reason. This was my consistent last thought as I would trot up the stairs
close to midnight after using the time that the kids were asleep to apply for jobs. It was
mentally and emotionally exhausting.
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The days included trips to the park, grocery stores, museums, malls, and anywhere else we
could go because it was good for us to get out of the house. Much like fantasy football, it
was another distraction from the addiction of refreshing my email in hopes that I got the
reply from that last interview, or the hope to see a number I’d memorized appear as a call.
Going out also meant driving past my son’s former preschool, which would inevitably
bring him to say that he wants to go back to school, and for me, would bring up the
pain of knowing that it’s not an option at this moment. The days were long, highs and
lows were regular, and I worked to intensify my davening and learning as I prayed that
Hashem would answer my prayers in due time, I just didn’t know when that would be.
Yet, the amazing thing is that whenever one door would close, Hashem would show me
almost immediately the path to one that waited ajar. It worked without fail, like that one
day in July when I got a rejection from two strong job leads, only to have a new recruiter
contact me with three new ones. It made me realize that while Hashem knows exactly
what we need in our lives, He also knows exactly how to deliver it. He knows the way to
keep us going even when the going looks to be really tough. In the middle of this journey,
we found out that we are expecting our third child, Tziporah Sarah, who was born in
June 2019. It was during this time that I was given the opportunity to create a bond with
my wife and kids that would have likely not happened to this extent had I been working.
I was usually the lone dad at public events for kids during the day. The days spent
with them while worrying and stressing about finding a job were challenging, but also
rewarding. Seeing them grow up and change on a daily basis while fostering a close
relationship is more difficult with the demands of a job, and Hashem allowed me the time
to bond. My wife was a rock for me the whole time, and would get excited with every new
job opportunity as she would give me tips and coaching for interviews. Going through a
challenge as a couple can really show you the strength of your relationship, and allow you
to work on the weaknesses. This challenge was a blessing that allowed us to get stronger.
The countless people along the way that Hashem sent to make this journey easier are too
many to list, but a few stand out. It was the babysitting help of people in the community
who would take our son and daughter with a day’s notice as I would need a few hours for
an interview. My next door neighbors, Reuven and Henry, who both would do the same
as I did phone screen interviews while the kids were downstairs. The friends with whom
I became closer and who guided me through the job search. Thank you to Gavin Frank
for his support and advice on LinkedIn; to Gidon Sobel for doing a mock interview
with me while being there for me to bounce off any questions I had; to Alex Vayner
for the networking knowledge and calling me weekly to check-in on my progress; to
my chavrusas, Rabbis Oratz and Zehnwirth, for giving me a jolt of energy every week
when they would see my tired state and listened to the latest updates; to Neal Davis for
networking with me and his support. It all made such a difference, and I know you were
all sent by Hashem.
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It took nearly eight months and ten final interviews before I got a job offer. It was as
satisfying as I imagined it to be, and even more satisfying telling my wife about it. Just five
days later, I got another job offer, one that I decided to accept, as a mechanical engineer
with Thyssenkrupp Elevator. It was all worth it, and I tell myself that those other places
were not a fit. Hashem not only knows what we need, but also how we need to get there.
My journey meant eight months of being a stay-at-home dad with too many ups and
downs to remember, but I wouldn’t change it for anything. I challenge you to do the same
next time you wish that your life was easier. My appreciation and personal growth during
this time was immense, and I think back on it on an almost daily basis as a challenge to
myself to strengthen my relationship with Hashem. Appreciate all you have, and do not
take things for granted. Always remind yourself of your blessings - everything is from
Hakodesh Baruch Hu, and it can be gone so quickly. Don’t get comfortable, don’t lose
your focus on what’s truly important in this world. Keep improving your relationship
with Hashem every day. He will challenge you in doing so, therefore be ready to accept
the challenge and respond with growth.
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THE KNUCKLEBALL
Eli Gray

What can a baseball pitch possibly have to do with the High Holidays?
“The knuckleball can be a metaphor of what it’s like to let go,” said R.A. Dickey, former
MLB pitcher.
The knuckleball is unique in that it is thrown with little to no spin, thereby putting its
ultimate direction at the mercy of the wind. It is an exercise in absolute surrender of control
- a surprise for the batter, and the pitcher himself.
The Yomim Noraim are our reminder that we are not in control of the results in our lives.
It is the season where we are reminded that we have the ability to change. We re-coronate
God as our King and acknowledge that while we are expected to put forth effort, the results
are out of our hands. As Rav Yisroel Salanter points out “Our task is not to accomplish, but
to act.”
Wishing you all a Kesiva V’chasima Tova and a year of fruitful efforts.
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A YOM KIPPUR
DISSERTATION
AJ Esral

I move amidst the bustling crowd, filled with anticipation,
The atmosphere’s abuzz with life, with final preparations.
I find my designated seat, my place in congregation,
To meet this challenge, this great day, this holy convocation.
Replete with prayers, songs, and verse, not heeding its duration,
To letting oneself go all out, and with no limitations.
The chazzan makes his slow ascent, I watch with fascination,
And gradually begins his tune, with great deliberation.
In low and spooky hymn, Kol Nidrei starts his declaration,
Annulling all the oaths and vows and cherems of the nation.
The awesome feeling of the day provides some stimulation,
To carefully review one’s deeds with much pontification.
No hiding or avoiding them, push off procrastination,
Denying them, providing for them rationalization.
The chazzan’s voice goes up in volume, from his lofty station,
His holy chants take on a hint of mild trepidation.
My thoughts turn into deep despair of no emancipation,
For my sorry sinful sullied state, my soul’s emaciation.
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The weighty day takes toll on me, starvation, dehydration,
I’m slipping, losing confidence, in my self abrogation.
He gets to vidui, suddenly I’m struck with the realization,
How privileged I am to be a part of this foundation,
That G-d chose me to be a Jew, a light unto the nations,
That I’m part of His precious flock, defies imagination.
The lofty levels of my soul, its constant elevation,
I realize who I really am, what’s my true situation.
With this in mind my sorrow quickly changes to elation.
Hashem, Hashem, I speak to Him, voice raised in inspiration,
Your nation seeks for Your forgiveness, Your alleviation.
And in one moment, hopelessness turns to appreciation,
The prayers fly by faster now, my soul’s on activation,
With joy I hear the cry, solachti,for a good evaluation.
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